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Abstract
 Innovative 2D and 3D fabric-forming methods have been developed in the last 20 years 
to practically overcome the inherent technical and economic limitations of traditional textile 
processes that are employed for manufacturing reinforcements, or pre-forms, for composites 
application. These developments include Tape-Weaving, Oblique Fabric-forming Technique, 
3D-Weaving and Uniaxial Noobing. The working principles of these processes and the 
correspondingly producible 2D and 3D fabric architectures are fundamentally different from 
the existing ones. They open up new academic and industrial opportunities. This paper 
presents these specifically developed processes and their products. 
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Introduction
 Composite materials owe their lightness and strength to the constituent textile 
component. Traditional fabric-forming processes and equipment that are largely employed for 
manufacturing reinforcement fabrics for composites’ application were originally devised for 
producing 2D fabrics for clothing, furnishing and some technical applications. They are 
outdated and inadequate for manufacturing high-performance reinforcements, or pre-forms, 
of both the 2D and 3D kinds that are demanded now by the matured composites industry. 
The conventional weaving and braiding processes and equipment, which are particularly 
often employed in the composites industry, are unsuitable because of one or more of the 
following reasons.

1) Low ability for engineering performance related features such as fibre orientations, 
structural integrity, fibre content, fibre linearity etc; 
2) Low suitability towards handling brittle fibres and thin tapes instead of yarns/tows; 
3) Limited possibilities in shaping and profiling; 
4) Limited capabilities in manufacturing certain relatively large and small fabric dimensions; 
5) Unsuitable workings for economic manufacture of special and/or small-series production;
6) Requirement of very high technical knowledge and skills in preparation and execution.

 Developing and manufacturing textile reinforcement products for composites 
application by employing fabric-forming processes and equipment that are both inadequate 
and outdated, besides lacking versatility and modularity, result in long and expensive 
development times. Also, employing these processes lead to little or no knowledge 
advancement and economic advantage. Making alterations to conventional processes and 
equipment without addressing their inherent drawbacks do not enable either technological 
and material advancements or societal benefits. Showing possibilities of exploiting a process, 
or equipment, by way of producing a one-time display material, once in a while, do not help 
advance textile education and industry as they bring virtually no practical benefit. The inability 
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to look beyond what is largely known and practiced, coupled with paucity of new ideas for 
supporting the composite industry with relevant textiles, both academically and industrially, 
are the main reasons why the once dominating textile industry is not a strong partner of the 
composite material industry. 

 To keep pace with the needs of the evolving composites industry, development of some 
unconventional 2D and 3D fabric-forming technologies were undertaken during the past two 
decades. These include Tape-Weaving, Oblique Fabric-forming Technique, 3D-Weaving and 
Uniaxial Noobing. The corresponding materials producible by these processes have 
characteristically different structures from the traditional ones and are devised to be suitable 
for composites application. All these developments have happened outside of the main-
stream clothing, furnishing, and technical textiles’ fields. The unusual technicalities of these 
processes and their products necessitated coining of suitable new terms to differentiate them 
from the traditional terms. Therefore, while expanding the field of textile technology, these 
new developments have also enlarged the existing textile terms and definitions. 

 There is a growing interest now in these novel developments, particularly from the 
composites industry and new-generation textile students. The prospects of working with 
fundamentally different techniques and fabric architectures to solve challenging material 
design problems make these new technologies relevant and attractive to them. They see 
new technical possibilities and commercial opportunities with these new methods as virtually 
endless types of cost-effective high-performance pre-forms and other reinforcements that are 
constantly demanded by the composites industry can be produced and supplied.  

 Textile Technologies for Composites is now evolving as a specialist branch in the field 
of textiles. A number of textile-related developments have been made for reinforcing 
composites in the past 25 years. Of these only few concern fabric-forming processes. Four of 
these advancements are briefly presented here. These developments have created new 
knowledge and initiated fresh academic and industrial activities.

Innovative Textile Technologies for Composites and Their Fabrics                        
 The classification of the four fabric-forming processes considered here, and their 
corresponding fabrics, are indicated below. 

 

 

 These processes were especially developed for manufacturing fabric architectures and 
forms suited for composites application. Their working principles are unlike those of 
traditional processes. Naturally the machines working on these principles do not utilize any of 
the usually known components (e.g. related to shedding and weft inserting systems) from 
any existing weaving machines. Therefore, some new terms and definitions have been 
introduced to bring forward clearly the technical differences. The fabric products of these 
processes are now finding use in the composites industry.  
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Textile Technologies for Composites

2D Fabric-forming Processes

Tape-Weaving
(Spread Tow Tape 0/90

interlaced sheet-like fabric)

Oblique Fabric-forming
(Spread Tow Tape Bias (+/-)  

interconnected sheet-like fabric)

3D Fabric-forming Processes

3D-Weaving
(Profiled cross-section interlaced 

beam-like 3D fabric)

Uniaxial Noobing
(Ready object-like

non-interlaced 3D fabric)



Weaving Process and Woven Fabrics
 Weaving seems to have been in use for at least 27000 years. The news report by 
Whitehouse (2000) on the studies made by Soffer (2000) is a new light on the antiquity of the 
weaving process. It still remains in wide exploitation because of its relative simplicity, 
versatility, reliability, inexpensiveness, ease of learning and operating, and usefulness in 
satisfying one of the basic human needs. The strength of its unique character comes from 
the freedom it provides one to play with creativity. Woven fabrics are as much products of 
expression as technical. They are used in all spheres of human activity and possibly the only 
material possessed by every person.
 
 The weaving method has been devised to interlace warps and wefts in mutually 
perpendicular orientations, essentially through shedding and weft inserting operations. Yarns 
of many different materials and types have constituted the warps and wefts. The evolution of 
weaving device, the loom, and its working design, has been based on exclusive use of yarns. 
Countless types of 2D, 2.5 D and 3D woven fabrics have been produced using yarns 
employing the conventional weaving devices.

2D Fabric-forming Processes and Their Fabrics
 As indicated in the Classification above, 2D fabrics are sheet-like. 2D Fabrics have 
their constituent fibres/yarns supposed to be disposed in a single plane, as defined by 
Khokar (1996). Accordingly, a 2D fabric may be produced using one or more sets of yarns, 
and not necessarily only two mutually-perpendicular sets of yarns as in traditional weaving. 

 The traditional weaving equipment is primarily yarn-centric. It was not devised to 
handle fibrous tapes. Therefore, Tape-Weaving was developed to produce a biaxial material 
using unidirectional fibrous tapes incorporated in fabric’s length/width directions, i.e. 0º/90º 
directions. For composites application it is not enough to have fabrics with only 0º/90º fibre 
orientations. Therefore, to produce a biaxial material that has fibrous tapes incorported in 
bias directions relative to fabric’s length/width directions, i.e. +θº/-βº directions, and is also as 
wide as woven materials for directly plying them to obtain a multi-directionally orientated 
material, the Oblique Fabric Technology was developed. There are some important benefits 
in using fibrous tapes, instead of yarns or tows. In comparative sense these include:

- Higher realization of fibre’s mechanical properties due to virtual absence of crimp;
- Thinner fabric and thereby lower areal weight of fabric;
- Higher fibre content due to closer packing of thin tapes; 
- Smooth fabric surface due to absence of peaks-valleys associated with crimping yarns; 
- Quicker fiber wetting during infusion as more fibers are exposed; and
- Economic production of thinner (low areal weight) fabrics by using tows of heavier count.

 There are also certain other advantages in producing such biaxial fabrics using 
unidirectional fibrous tapes. To exemplify, with use of suitable width of unidirectional fibrous 
tapes a given fabric production can be completed relatively quickly as both setting up time 
and fabric manufacturing time are significantly lowered. This is because for a given width and 
length of a fabric to be produced, the comparative number of fibrous tapes required in 
relation to yarns tends to be significantly lower. The methods and machines required for 
processing relatively wider fibrous tapes, instead of yarns, also become functionally different 
and are not required to be run at high speeds. These features make the Tape-Weaving and 
Oblique Fabric Technology processes attractive from economic point as well. Both these 
processes are briefly presented next.
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Tape-Weaving Technology 
 Tape-Weaving process concerns production of wide woven fabrics using tape-like 
warps and wefts. It is not to be confused with the narrow weaving process associated with 
the production of woven bands or tapes using yarns. The Tape-Weaving process is therefore 
characteristically different in its working from the usual weaving processes. All its 
components and systems are unlike those associated with processing of yarns in traditional 
weaving devices and has been described by Khokar (1999). 

 For shedding, a multi-purpose rotor is used. This rotor also directly functions as a 
means for weave patterning and for guiding tape-like wefts during weft insertion. The use of 
such a single but multi-functional component eliminates many traditional components and 
renders weaving with tapes a highly simplified, gentle and economical process.

Use of unidirectional fibrous tapes, especially in partially stabilized state, as warps and 
wefts, besides creating a woven material with a characteristic checkered look, virtually 
eliminates crimp associated with use of yarns/tows. These aspects are beneficial for 
improved mechanical performance, good draping and smoother surface. Fig. 1 shows a 
Tape-Weaving device and a Spread Tow Tape-Woven material Textreme® developed and 
produced by Oxeon, Sweden. The woven material comprises tapes in 0º/90º orientations.

 

                                                                                                  

Fig. 1: Tape-Weaving device and Spread Tow Tape Fabric. 
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Oblique Fabric Technology (OFT) 
A bias fabric which is relatively wider than the usual flat braid has never been available. 

To fill this absence of a wide bias fabric, development of the Oblique Fabric Technology was 
undertaken. The method, developed by Khokar, produces wide bias fabric materials using 
unidirectional fibrous tapes. The bias fabric produced by OFT has its constituent tapes in 
+θº/-βº angular orientations relative to fabric’s length direction. Its development was also 
made to complement the tape-woven material (which has 0º and 90º fibre orientations) for 
obtaining a multiaxial fabric product by plying the two fabrics together as described by 
Khokar and Olsson (2011a). Its technical and economic advantages have also been 
presented by Khokar and Olsson (2011b).

Technically the OFT process is neither weaving nor braiding. This is because it requires 
only a pair of tape supply sources, which are arranged in required mutual angles, to produce 
the fabric. The tapes are drawn alternately from each these supply sources and laid on a 
bed. Through certain manipulation of the tapes that are laid on the bed, they are inter-
connected to each other to provide the necessary primary and secondary structural integrity 
necessary for winding up into a roll and subsequent safe handling. Fig. 2 represents the 
OFT production steps and the OFT material.    

The tapes are generally incorporated in mutually opposite angles to obtain the bias 
fabric. The mutual angle can be either acute or obtuse or right. The OFT fabric, as shown in 
Fig. 2, has a characteristic ‘diamond’ pattern. This fabric too has virtually no crimp and offers 
improved mechanical performance, good draping and smoother surface. Presently, the OFT 
material is manufactured by Oxeon, Sweden, and marketed as +θº/-βº Textreme®.

                                                  

Fig. 2: Production steps of Oblique Fabric Technology and Spread Tow Tape +θº/-βº Fabric. 
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3D Fabric-forming Processes and Their Fabrics
3D Fabrics have their constituent yarns supposed to be disposed in a three mutually-

perpendicular planes relationship as defined by Khokar (1996). Accordingly, a 3D fabric may 
be produced using one or more sets of yarns, and not necessarily three mutually-
perpendicular sets of yarns. 3D Fabrics have certain form or shape.

3D Fabrics are not new. They have been woven for over 100 years on traditional 2D-
weaving devices. Double cloth for velvet and belting cloth for paper and mining industries are 
well known. The composites industry, in the past five-six decades, has however given these 
3D fabrics new names such as ‘sandwich structure’, ‘angle/multilayer interlock’ fabrics and 
‘stiffener’ fabrics, besides naming the process ‘3D-weaving’ without any technical basis. Even 
non-interlaced 3D fabrics are called ‘woven’. Interestingly, the textiles people are also using 
such terms now. This is not surprising because in places where these processes and 
products are mostly developed and used, the textile industries there have declined and the 
earlier generations of experienced weavers and weaving experts have almost disappeared. 
The collective weaving knowledge built over thousands of years needs due preservation. 

Exploiting the 2D-weaving process to produce a 3D fabric does not render it the 3D-
weaving process. This is because the weaving process remains unaltered, whether 
producing 2D or 3D fabrics. The foremost weaving operation, shedding, functions identically 
in the production of both 2D and 3D fabrics as it displaces the warp yarns in only one 
direction, the fabric-thickness direction, for which the warp yarns have to be supplied in the 
‘side-by-side’ planar arrangement for unobstructed displacement. This one-directional 
displacement of warp yarns creates only a horizontal shed in fabric’s width direction. The 2D-
weaving process’ shedding system was therefore termed mono-directional by Khokar (1996).  

The 2D-weaving process is devised to interlace only two mutually perpendicular sets of 
yarns – the warps (supplied in either single or multiple layers) and the wefts. This is due to 
mono-directional shedding’s ability to create a shed in only fabric’s width direction. The 2D 
and 3D fabrics produced by the 2D-weaving process thus comprise only two sets of yarns. 
Therefore, the 3D fabric produced by the 2D-weaving process is called 2D woven 3D fabric 
by Khokar (1996).

Accordingly, calling the production of a 3D fabric by the 2D-weaving process as “3D-
weaving” is technically incorrect and unjustified. Also, calling a 3D fabric-forming process 
which cannot perform interlacing of the involved yarns, and thereby not accomplish the most 
fundamental characteristic of the weaving process, by names such as ‘orthogonal weaving’, 
‘3D-weaving’, Zero-crimp weaving, ‘XYZ weaving’, ‘3weaving’ etc. is also technically 
untenable. These misrepresentations have happened because of our inability to see weaving 
beyond its 2D or planar format due to its continuous practice for thousands of years.  

The development of the first ever dual-directional shedding system, which manipulates 
a multilayer warp supplied in grid-like (i.e. in columns-rows) arrangement to create sheds in 
fabric’s thickness and width directions to allow its interlacing with vertical and horizontal sets 
of wefts, technically enables 3D-weaving process. Accordingly, the fundamentally different 
interlacing (woven) and non-interlacing (non-woven) principles of 3D fabric-forming 
processes can be now clearly technically differentiated by the processes defined by Khokar 
(1996) as 3D-Weaving and Uniaxial Noobing. Due to their relatively recent evolution, the 
principles of both these 3D fabric-forming processes are being steadily understood and 
industrially applied. They are briefly considered next. 
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3D-Weaving Technology
Technical compliance for performing 3D-weaving process is achieved only by 

employing the Dual-Directional Shedding System. This system, developed and described by 
Khokar (1996, 2001, 2008, 2011, 2012) is indispensible for performing 3D-weaving because 
it uniquely displaces the warp yarns, which are supplied in a grid arrangement, in the fabric’s 
width and thickness directions and thereby create multiple sheds in ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ 
directions. Thus, multiple wefts can be inserted in the corresponding vertical sheds and 
horizontal sheds. Through such a unique shedding and weft inserting systems it becomes 
possible for the first time in weaving practice to weave vertically and also horizontally. The 
result of this is a woven fabric that for the first time comprises warp yarns interlacing with 
vertical wefts and horizontal wefts. The immediate important benefits of this pathbreaking 
process are that a variety of cross-sectional beam-like 3D fabrics can be woven directly 
besides overcoming the drawbacks of the present so-called ‘3D woven’ fabrics. 

The dual-directional shedding system is located between two sets of weft inserting 
units (top-bottom and left-right shuttle banks) as indicated in Fig. 3. The working of 3D-
weaving process is therefore unlike that of the 2D-weaving process. In Fig. 3 is represernted 
the relative arrangements of different main parts of a 3D-weaving device. Insertion of wefts in 
the corresponding vertical and horizontal directions of sheds leads to their interlacing with the 
warp yarns in those respective directions. The produced 3D fabrics are taken-up linearly to 
preserve the created fabric form and fibre architecture. The 3D-weaving process is highly 
versatile in directly producing (i.e. without requiring unfolding any section) profiled cross-
section pre-forms and is industrially performed by only Biteam, Sweden.               

                    

Fig. 3: A 3D-weaving device with its various arrangements and some of the profiled fabrics. 
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Uniaxial Noobing Technology
Noobing is a new name derived from the acronym for Non-interlacing, Orientating 

Orthogonally and Binding. It was coined by Khokar (1996) for a non-woven fabric-forming 
process that uniquely produces only 3D fabrics, called Noobed fabrics, by essentially 
assembling and integrating three mutually perpendicular sets of yarns without interlacing, 
interlooping and intertwining them. This process is therefore technically different from 
weaving, knitting and braiding methods. 

The Noobing process has been described by Khokar (1996, 2002, 2013). Accordingly, 
it is of uniaxial and multiaxial types. Whereas the uniaxial noobing uses three sets of yarns in 
XYZ orientations, the multiaxial noobing (non-technically called Multiaxial Knitting, Multiaxial 
Stitching, Multiaxial Technology etc.) uses two additional sets of yarns in bias orientations 
and thus has yarns in XYZ and ±θ orientations (commercially available as Multiaxial Non-
Crimp Fabric). The structural integrity of the produced Noobed Fabric, which comprises linear 
yarns, is realized by performing bindings at the fabric’s surfaces. 

The Uniaxial Noobing process can be performed in a variety of ways as discussed by 
Khokar (2002). All these methods produce a 3D fabric in which a set of axial yarns (e.g. Z) is 
bound by two other mutually perpendicular sets of binding yarns (X and Y) from two likewise 
directions. In Fig. 4 is exemplified a method in which the set of yarns Z is bound by the sets 
of binding yarns X and Y which are suitably traversed in horizontal and vertical directions. 
Although the Uniaxial Noobing process can be employed to produce continuous sheet-like 
3D fabrics for applications that need large planar 3D materials, its technical and commercial 
potential is considered to lie in producing ready object-like pre-forms, from simple cubes to 
more complex items. An incubating venture in Sweden has developed a new Uniaxial 
Noobing process for manufacturing object-like Noobed pre-forms.

   

Fig. 4: Principle of uniaxial noobing process and a structure of the fabric.
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Conclusions

The advent of composite materials has opened up completely new  opportunities for 
developing and supplying advanced 2D and 3D reinforcement fabrics. The presented 
developments of  Tape-Weaving, Oblique Fabric-forming, 3D-Weaving and Uniaxial Noobing 
processes demonstrate possibilities of creating and commercially utilizing new  and relevant 
2D and 3D fabric-forming technologies and corresponding 2D and 3D fabric structures for 
composites application. The new  knowledge established over the last two decades provides 
a technical basis to advance the textiles’ and composite materials’ fields and to enable better 
understanding between the two groups. Those connected with engineering fabrics and fabric-
forming machineries, both academics and manufacturers, should look beyond the 
conventional methods and ideas and come together for servicing the composite materials’ 
industry which seeks new  generation 2D and 3D textile reinforcements to advance and grow. 
Present generation textile students have fresh possibilities in the new  and exciting branch of 
‘Textiles Technologies for Composites’.     
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